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(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. J. A., June. 15, 1982)

Introduction. The main purpose of this note is to prove the fol-
lowing assertions"

( I ) The classification problem for generalized Siegel domains in
CC in the sense of Kaup, Matsushima and Ochiai [3] can be com-
pletely reduced to that for bounded circular domains in C, where N

m-t- 1 (Theorem 1)
(II) Let D be a starlike circular domain in Cn. Then D is

Kobayashi hyperbolic if and only if it is a bounded domain in C
(Theorem 2).

(I) is a supplement to our previous papers [5], [7]. (II) gives a
partial affirmative answer to the following fundamental problem in
the theory of hyperbolic manifolds" If D is a domain in C and it is
hyperbolic in the sense of Kobayashi [4], then is it true that D is holo-
morphically equivalent to a bounded domain in C? Recently, Barth
[1] obtained an affirmative answer to this problem in the case where
D is a geometrically convex domain.

.The author would like to express his thanks to his colleague K.
Azukawa who presents him an interesting example in 3.

1. The structure of generalized Siegel domains in CC. Let
_q) be a generalized Siegel domain in CC with exponent c. Let
Aut (_q)) be the group o all biholomorphic transformations of cA) onto
itself and () the Lie algebr of all complete holomorphic vector
fields on _q). Then it is known [3] that (_q)) is identified with the Lie
algebra of Aut (_q)) and it has a canonical graduation

and
dim 0_v2=2]

for some/c, Ok=<m.
Theorem 1. Let be a generalized Siegel domain inCC with

exponent c and dimR g_l/2=2k. Then we have the following
(1) If c=1/2, .q) can be transformed by a non-singular linear

mapping to a canonical form
D= (,w, ...,w)eCC; Im-- Iw >0,

*) The author is partially supported by the Sakkokai Foundation. Work
also supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research.
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(Im z--,; Iw (Im lw l )
where

D=={(w/, ..., w) e C- (/-1, 0, ..., 0, w/, ..., w) e D}
is a bounded circular domain in C- containing the origin;

(2) If c =/= 1 /2, then dim g_ in dim /2 0 and
_q) {(z, w) e CX C Im z> 0, w / (Im z) e _q)},

where

__
{w e C (/- 1, w) e _q)} is a bounded circular domain in

C containing the origin.

Proof. The only thing which has to be proven now is that the
circular domains D and _q)v_ are bounded. Indeed, in [5], [7] we
have already shown the other assertions in the theorem. Now, in
order to prove the boundedness of these circular domains, we may
assume that D= in the theorem. Under this assumption we consider
a mapping {z e C; Im z>0} X C--C/’ defined by

4e.W_(1.1) z=(z-J-1).(z+j-1)-, z= (z+j_l)
for k=2, 3,..., m+l. Then is injective and holomorphic on .
Hence it defines a biholomorphic isomorphism of _q) onto _=(_q)) in
C/. Here we assert that
(1.2) . is a bounded circular domain in C/ containing the origin.

Indeed, we can show with exactly the same arguments s in [6,
Lemma 1] that

_
is a circular domain in C/’ with center o which is

holomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in C+. Thus the
assertion (1.2) is an immediate consequence of [2, Thorme V]. Now,
we put

_o={Z e C (O, z) e .} and )o={w e C (j- l, w) e }.
Then -@o is a bounded circular domain in C by (1.2) and -q)o is a cir-
cular domain in C. On the other hand, it follows from (1.1) that
the restriction o]_c {/- 1} C--.C / is given by (j- 1, w)
(0, w(/-1)9, from which -q)o= o. Therefore -q)o is also bounded.
Since

_-=-q)o and D-c-q)o via the natural identification, we finally
conclude that D and _- are bounded, completing the proof.

2. Circular domains and Kobayashi hyperbolicity. Let M be
a complex nalytic space and d the Kobayshi pseudodistance of M.

Theorem 2. Let D be a starlike circular domain in C. Then D
is hyperbolic if and only if it is a bounded domain in C.

Proof. We may assume that D is a circular domain with center
o, the origin of Cn. Since it is well-known [4] that a bounded domain
is hyperbolic, we have only to prove the converse.

Suppose that D is unbounded. Then we may obtain a sequence

{z}= of points z e D such that Izl>l and IzIoo as k-o, where I.
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denotes the Euclidean norm on Cno For this sequence we define a
mapping f" z/-C by

f(t)=t.z, tez] fork=l, 2,3, ...,
where z/={t e C; Itll} is the unit disk in C. Since D is a starlike cir-
cular domain with center o and z e D, we see that every f is a holo-
morphic mapping of z/into D. Nw, tking0 in such way that
01 and the -sphere S(D={z e C Izl=s} is contained in D, we
consider the sequences of points

a=(/Izl).z and b=/Izl ork=1,2,3,
Since /IzI1 2or every k, we have

a e S(D, b e zl, f(b)=a
fork=l, 2,3,..., and limb=0.

By the distance decreasing property o.f holomorphic mappings with
respect to the Kobayashi pseudodistances, it then follows that
(2.1) d(a, o)=d(f(b),f(o))=d(b, o) 0
as k-+c. On the other hand, passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we may assume that {a,}: converges to a point a of S(DD. By the
continuity of d and (2.1) we conclude that d(a, o)=0. Obviously this
says that D is not hyperbolic. Q.E.D.

Since a pseudoconvex circular domain is starlike, the following
corollary is an immediate consequence of our theorem.

Corollary] 1. Let D be a pseudoconvex circular domain in Cn.
Then D is hyperbolic if and only if it is bounded.

Corollary] 2. Let D be a homogeneous circular domain in Cn.
Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent:

(1) D is hyperbolic;
(2) D admits an Aut (D)-invariant Hermitian metric;
(3) D is a bounded symmetric domain.

Proof. Recall that a homogeneous hyperbolic domain C is com-
plete hyperbolic, and hence it is pseudoconvex by [4, p. 77, Theorem
3.4]. Therefore, the equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Corollary
1 and the fact that any homogeneous bounded circular domain is sym-
metric. Next, assume the condition (2). Then, from [7, Lemma 1.2]
we see that orbit D-Auto(D). p passing through the center p of D is

a Hermitian symmetric space oi non-compact type, where Auto(D)
denotes the identity component of Aut(D). Then, it follows from [2,
Thorme V] that D is also bounded, proving (3). Finally, the impli-
cation (3)-.(2) is well-known. Q.E.D.

:},. Example. Modifying the results of Sadullaev [8] and Barth
[1], K. Azukaw has obtained the following example, from which we
see that there exists a non-hyperbolic pseudoconvex circular domain
in C containing ao complex lines. This may be interesting when
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it is compared with the result of Barth [1].
Example. We put for z e C

v(z,:max. (log/z[, 1 .log z--

Then (z) is a real-valued subharmonic function on C. Putting

R(z, z)= ((exp (-v(z/zO) ./l+[#/z’l, z::/::O
1, z- O,

we now define domain D in C by
D={z e C2;

Then it can be seen that D is an unbounded pseudoconvex circular
domain (and hence it is not hyperbolic by Corollary 1) which contains
no complex lines.
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